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Summary Information
Repository DC Africana Archives Project
Title Cecile Hoover Edwards Papers
Date 1950-1998
Extent 75.0 Cubic feet
Location note This collection is part of the holdings of the Moorland-Spingarn Research
Center at Howard University, 500 Howard Place, NW, Washington, DC
20059. Please contact them for information on accessing these materials.
Language English
Abstract Cecile Hoover Edwards was a Howard University professor and dean who
was a leading authority on the nutrition of African Americans. The Cecile
Hoover Edwards papers document Edwards' medical research career and
contain study data, research files, report drafts, artifacts, articles, journals,
biographical sketches, correspondence, grant applications, and writings.
Among her main topics of study are the Nutrition Program Project and
Preganancy outcomes research.
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Biographical/Historical note
Cecile Hoover Edwards was born on October 20, 1975 in East St. Louis, Illinois, to Annie Jordan and
Ernest Hoover. Edwards started her academic career at age 15, enrolling at Tuskegee University in
Alabama. Edwards earned her bachelor’s degree in 1946 in home economics with a minor in nutrition and
chemistry. In 1947, she completed her master’s of science degree in chemistry. Edwards studied amino
acids, in particular methionine. Converting food into proteins, Edwards studied ways to use amino acids
to find food combinations to ensure low-cost foods could provide as much nutrition as possible. Edwards
sought to help low-income families and those who consumed smaller amounts of meat find solutions
for protein consumption. After her academic career at Tuskegee, Edwards completed her doctorate in
nutrition at Iowa State University in 1950. After graduation, Edwards accepted a position at her alma
mater, Tuskegee University, as an assistant professor and research associate of the Carver Foundation.
From 1952-1956, she served as chair of the department of foods and nutrition. Edwards then joined
the faculty of North Carolina A & T in 1956, and served as professor of nutrition and research and the
chair of the department of home economics 1968-1971. In 1971, Edwards accepted a professor position
at Howard University. While at Howard, Edwards chaired the department of economics and served as
dean of the School of Human Ecology. In 1987, Edwards became the dean of continuing education.
Edwards continued to serve communities in need of nutritional education and support. Edwards was
concerned about the nutrition of black women and expectant mothers, and researched ways to provide
the best nutrition for both the mother and unborn child. In addition to her advocacy, university service
and research, Edwards’s scholarly contributions were tremendous, including over 150 articles in journals
and book-length publications. Serving on the White House Conference Panel on Community Nutrition in
1969 and the National Conference on Black Youth Unemployment in the 1980s, Edwards maintained a
presence on national stage in her field. For her contributions, the state of Illinois declared April 5, 1984
Dr. Cecile Hoover Edwards Day. Edwards retired from Howard University in 1999.
Scope and Contents note
The Cecile Hoover Edwards papers document Edwards' medical research career and contain study
data, research files, report drafts, artifacts, articles, journals, biographical sketches, correspondence,
grant applications, and writings. Among her main topics of study are the Nutrition Program Project and
Preganancy outcomes research.
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Arrangement note
This collection is arranged in alphabetical order by folder title.
Administrative Information
Publication Information
DC Africana Archives Project
Conditions Governing Access note
Access to Boxes 3, 20, 23, and 33 is restricted; consult repository for details.
Conditions Governing Use note
Some material may be copyrighted or restricted. It is the patron's obligation to determine and satisfy
copyright or other case restrictions when publishing or otherwise distributing materials found in the
collections.
Immediate Source of Acquisition note
Gift of Cecile Hoover Edwards, 2001.
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Collection Inventory
Box Folder
1991 Howard University Graduate Research Symposium 1991 34A 14
American Institution of Nutrition Journal Articles ca. 1994 5 12
Communications Network, Incorporated 1984 34 4
Effect of Alcohol on Pregnancy Outcome undated 36A 10
Effect of Alcohol on Pregnancy Outcome undated 36A 36
External and Internal Advisory Committees Meeting 1990 September 21 35A 49
fetal alcohol syndrome in american indians: a high risk group 1981 36A 15
New England Journal of Medicine 1990 July 19 53 13
Program Project Nutrition, Or Factors, and Outcome of Pregnancy
Pamphlet undated 
34A 19
1991 FASEB Abstract Form and Paper Titles 1991 34A 17
24 Hour Food Recall (333-248) undated 33A 21
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24 Hour Food Recall Questionnaire (644-125) 1987 53 8
A Concept Paper for Evaluation of Health Systems ca. 1994 5 16
A New Era of Faculty Partnership in Academic Governance: The Struggle
Continues 1992 
53 29
A Subhuman Primate Model for Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Research 1981 36A 32
Abstract Bibliography- Cocaine, Pregnancy and the Newborn ca. 1980s 5 7
Abstracts 1994-1996 24 2
Abstracts undated 28 7
Administrative Core undated 35A 36
Administrative Documents, Howard University 1992 26 9
Alcohol and Fetal Endocrine Function 1981 36A 25
Alcohol and the Outcome of Prenancy: An Overview undated 36A 9
Alcohol Embyropathy: Some Facts and Speculations about
Pathogenesis 1981 
36A 28
Alcohol Tertoginicity on the human: detailed assessment of specificity,
critical period and threshold 1987 
36A 12
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American Dietetic Association 1993 16 9
Analysis Print out, Analysis Setup for Fall 1990 1993 34A 2
Analysis Print Out, Analysis Setup for Fall Spring 1989 Project 1,3, and
4 1994 
34A 3
Analysis Print Out, Correlation Analysis for Biochemical Analysis 1993 34A 4
Analysis Print Out, Correlation Analysis for Biochemical Analysis and
Analysis Setup for Spring 1988 1993 
34A 1
Analysis Print Out, Univariate Analysis for Delivered Subjects 1993 34A 5
Analysis Setup for Fall 1987 1987 33A 28
Analysis Setup for Fall Spring and Job Statistics 1994 34A 10
Analysis, Drug, Alcohol, and Tobacco Use 1987-1993 33A 29
Annotation;The Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, Article 1987 36A 18
Announcements April ca. 1984 9 1
Annual Report Graduate School of Arts and Sciences 1991-1992 8 1
Annual Report--Office of the Dean of Admissions and Records 1983 34 14
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Annual Reports For Academic Years ca. 1980s-1990s 16 5
Appendix 1- Nutrition Program Project ca. 1990 5 4
Application for Continuing Faculty Awards ca. 1990s 15 18
Application for Health Care Grant Award ca. 1995 11 1
Archives 1982-1992 35A 1
Archives of the Nutrition Program Project Data Sets 1990 35A 8
Artifact- Lab Coat ca. 1990s 14 1
Artifacts - Calendar Advertisement Pamphlet undated 37A 8
Artifacts - Cecil Edwards Signature Stamps undated 37A 5
Artifacts - Cloth Napkins undated 37A 9
Artifacts - Daily Calendar undated 37A 1
Artifacts - Glass Vase undated 37A 10
Artifacts - Gold Medal Ash Tray undated 37A 4
Artifacts - Needle and Thread undated 37A 3
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Artifacts - Reading Glasses undated 37A 6
Artifacts - Rolodex Name and Address Book undated 37A 2
Artifacts- Rainbow Mug undated 37A 7
Assorted Administrative Documents, School of Human Ecology
1/2 1983-1984 
34 15
Assorted Administrative Documents, School of Human Ecology
2/2 1984-1990 
34 16
Assorted Correspondence 1991-1996 39 18
Assorted Correspondence 1992-1994 24 12
Assorted Documents re: Grant Applications 1987-1991 28 24
Assorted Documents re: Nutrition Program Project 1986-1990 28 17
Assorted Documents re: Nutrition Program Project 1987-1990 35 15
Assorted Documents related to Research, Dr. Edwards 1992-1995 24 15
Assorted Grant Application Documents 1990 1990 27 14
Assorted Grant Application Documents 2/2 1990 27 15
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Assorted Notes and Correspondence 1984-1997 34 20
Assorted Notes and Documents re: Research Projects undated 34 19
Assorted Programs and Brochures 1984 34 18
Assorted Publications 1991-1992 25 16
Assorted Publications 1989-1992 24 14
Assorted Publications 1/3 1990-1996 26 13
Assorted Publications 2/3 1992 26 14
Assorted Publications 3/3 1994-1995 26 15
Assorted publications and articles 1990-1991 38 8
Assorted Research Documents 1991-1992 25 7
Assorted Scholarly Articles 1/3 1991-1995 39 11
Assorted Scholarly Articles 2/3 1995 39 12
Assorted Scholarly Articles 3/3 1990 39 13
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Barriers, Motivators, and Facilitators of Prenatal Care Utilization in
Washington, D.C.. 1994 
21 3
Bertha Harrison Doctoral Dissertation Proposal 1983 34 5
Bibliographic note cards undated 24 16
Biochemical Data for FASEB 1990 53 24
Biochemical Indicators at Delivery of Nutritional Status in Women
who engaged in PICA during Pregnancy and their Newborn Infants:
Preliminary Data undated 
53 6
Biographical Material of Dr. Edwards #1 1991 22 17
Biographical Material of Dr. Edwards #2 1991 22 18
Biographical Sketches ca. 1990s 4 11
Biographical Sketches ca. 1990s 16 7
Biographical Sketches of Co-Researchers 1990 13 17
Biomedical Communications ca. 1990s 2 10
Biostatistical Consulting Laboratory undated 35A 40
Black Child Abstract ca. 1970s 11 3
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Board of Visitors ca. 1998 6 5
Books and Journals 1/2 1991 13 13
Books and Journals 2/2 1991 13 14
Brief Statement of Research 1985-1992 16 10
Budget ca. 1996 4 12
Bylaws Committee, College of Allied Health Sciences 1992 35A 11
Case Against Howard University Administration ca. 1970s 9 3
Cert. and Edorsement Page ca. 1995 1 19
Certificates of Recognition, Dr. Edwards 1994-1995 24 4
Childrens Defense Fund Documents ca. 1990s 8 10
Citation Notecards undated 35 16
Client Profile Forms undated 53 9
Clinical Nutrition - The Evaluation of Nutritional Status During
Pregnancy 1988 
53 22
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Cocaine and Pregnancy 1989 12 28
Cocaine and Pregnancy 1989 35A 48
Code Book for Medical Data Nutrition Program Project 1987 34A 8
Coded data, Abbreviated entrance interviews 1991 30 8
Collaborative Core Unit ca. 1993 8 8
College of Allied Health and Sciences Administration Documents
1/3 1992 
25 1
College of Allied Health and Sciences Administration Documents
2/3 1991-1992 
25 2
College of Allied Health and Sciences Administration Documents
3/3 1990-1992 
25 3
Comments on Strategic Plan ca. 1998 6 1
Committee on Appointments, Promotions and Tenure — Nutritional
Sciences 1992 
35A 10
Composite Section IV Progress Report Summary 1988 34A 20
Consent Forms ca. 1980s 5 17
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Conference with Dean Sadler 1992 21 2
Consent Forms ca. 1989 4 8
Consent Forms ca. 1990s 10 2
Cooper, Oressa 1986 53 17
Coordinated Dietetic Program ca. 1990s 2 2
Coordinated Dietetics Program 1 of 3 ca. 1990s 2 5
Coordinated Dietetics Program 2 of 3 ca. 1990s 2 6
Coordinated Dietetics Program 3 of 3 ca. 1990s 2 7
Copies of Agenda 1990 28 5
Copies of Time Sheets Submitted 1990 28 3
Core Indicators of Nutritional State for Difficult-to-Sample
Populations undated 
35A 45
Correlations of Maternal, Ascoric Acid, Vitamin B12, Whole Blood Folate
and Ferritin with Ponderal Index and other Infant measures in Urban Black
Population undated 
36A 3
Correspondence ca. 1970s-1990s 9 9
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Correspondence - C.H.E. Personal 1992 35A 27
Correspondence - Graduate School of Arts and Sciences 1992 35A 4
Correspondence - Institutional Review Board 1992 35A 5
Correspondence - NICHD/NIH 1992 35A 3
Correspondence - Principal Investigators and Staff Nutrition Program
Project 1992 
35A 6
Correspondence - V.P. Miller 1992 35A 29
Correspondence and Documents 1993 16 8
Correspondence and Documents 1 of 2 ca. 1990s 6 14
Correspondence and Documents 2 of 2 ca. 1990s 6 15
Correspondence and Notes 1993 15 16
Correspondence Log Nutrition Program ca. 1980s 12 1
Correspondence re: Nutrition Program Project 1990-1991 28 16
Correspondence to Debra L. Coles ca. 1995 1 5
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Correspondence: Potential Nutrition Research Assistants 1990-1994 13 18
Daily Researcher Assignment Calendars 1987 34 11
Data Coding and Entering Employee Information 1991 21 7
Data Print Out Analysis Set Up Fall Spring March 28 1/3 1994 37 15
Data Print Out Analysis Set Up Fall Spring March 28 2/3 1994 37 16
Data Print Out Analysis Set Up Fall Spring March 28 3/3 1994 37 17
Data Print Out Analysis Set Up for Fall Spring April 1/5 1989 37 4
Data Print Out Analysis Set Up for Fall Spring April 2/5 1989 37 5
Data Print Out Analysis Set Up for Fall Spring April 3/5 1989 37 6
Data Print Out Analysis Set Up for Fall Spring April 4/5 1989 37 7
Data Print Out Analysis Set Up for Fall Spring April 5/5 1989 37 8
Data Print Out Analysis Set Up for Fall Spring March 1/3 1989 37 1
Data Print Out Analysis Set Up for Fall Spring March 2/3 1989 37 2
Data Print Out Analysis Set Up for Fall Spring March 3/3 1989 37 3
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Data Print Out "Biochemical Variables and Pregnancy Outcomes in
Infected Women" 1992 
36 1
Data Print Out "Correlation--Infection, Non-Infected Urinary Track Using
All Biochemical Data" 1992 
36 2
Data Print Out "Pica-No, only Entry Questionnaire 1993 36 4
Data Print Out Program for BIOl-A 1994 37 9
Data Print Out, biochemical variables 1994 36 5
Data Print Out--Anaysis Set Up for Fall 1990 36 3
Data Sets for Tapes and Prep undated 51 10
Data--McKay 1,3,4 for Tapes Part 1 Only 1994 37 12
DCGH 1991 
Conditions Governing Access note
Access to Boxes 3, 20, 23, 33 is restricted; consult repository for details.
23 1-98
DCGH 1991 
Conditions Governing Access note
Access to Boxes 3, 20, 23, 33 is restricted; consult repository for details.
33 1-56
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Department of Health and Human Services 1991 35A 35
Department of Health and Human Services Grant Application undated 53 28
Department of health and human services health service grant
application 1991 
34A 21
Department of Health and Human Services Public Health Service Grant
Application undated 
36 1
Department of Health and Human Services Public Health Service Grant
Application 1991 
36A 2
Department of Health and Human Services Public Health Services Grant
Application 1990 
39 14
Department of Housing and Community Development Training Program
for Prospective Residents of renovated public housing phase III undated 
24 8
Department of Housing and Community Devemopment Training program
for prospective residents of renovated public housing phase IV undated 
24 9
Department of Nutritional Sciences 1994 53 21
Department of Nutritional Sciences Documents 1992 2 9
Department of Nutritional Sciences Strategic Plan 1993 2 17
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Detailed Budget for 12-month Project ca. 1991 5 14
Determinants of Low Birth Weight- Article 1987 15 4
Developmental Characteristics of Prenatally Drug Exposed Children ca.
1990s 
12 21
DHHS- Offer and Award 1992 15 7
Dietary Fiber Intake in Nutrition and Disease Muso Akapelwa undated 26 3
Dietary History (333-233) 1990 33A 20
Dietary History Recording Form 1996 53 38
Diskette: #1 Disk DBase Files 6 files undated 17 25
Diskette: #2 Disk (V) 10 files undated 17 26
Diskette: #3 .Prg (34 files) undated 17 27
Diskette: Anderson Lotus 123--System undated 17 44
Diskette: Back-up D-Base 1989 17 42
Diskette: Backup Project 2 Files undated 17 24
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Diskette: blank Undated 17 37
Diskette: C.S. Disk 1 1990 17 4
Diskette: C.S. Disk 2 1990 17 5
Diskette: C.S. Disk 3 undated 17 6
Diskette: Case List Summary ACOG ersion 1.8 1987 17 38
Diskette: Case List Summary ACOG Version 1.2 No. 2165 Copy `986 17 39
Diskette: Corrine Baddish undated 17 20
Diskette: DOS 4.0 Boot Disk undated 17 34
Diskette: DOS 4.0 Install undated 17 35
Diskette: DOS 4.0 Operating--1 undated 17 31
Diskette: DOS 4.0 Operating--3 undated 17 29
Diskette: DOS 4.0 Operations--2 undated 17 30
Diskette: DOS 4.0 Select undated 17 33
Diskette: DOS 4.0 Shell undated 17 32
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Diskette: DOS 4.01 undated 17 46
Diskette: DOS 4.01 undated 17 48
Diskette: DOS 4.01 #1 undated 17 47
Diskette: DOS 4.01 #3 undated 17 49
Diskette: Drop Out List NPP--Biochemical undated 17 3
Diskette: DW4 Disc 1 undated 17 18
Diskette: DW4 Disc 2 undated 17 17
Diskette: DW4 Disc 3 undated 17 16
Diskette: DW4 Disc 4 undated 17 15
Diskette: DW4 Disc 5 undated 17 14
Diskette: DW4 Disc 6 undated 17 11
Diskette: File--NPPLT2 undated 17 19
Diskette: Lotus 123 Utility undated 17 43
Diskette: Lotus--YR6 Backup undated 17 45
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Diskette: NPP Back-up Control undated 17 41
Diskette: NPP Samp Programs 1989 17 36
Diskette: NPP--Client Files 1989 17 2
Diskette: NR 6 Badg undated 17 9
Diskette: Nutrition Read.Me undated 17 40
Diskette: P52 10 Files undated 17 22
Diskette: Proj. 2 34 Files Backup undated 17 23
Diskette: Renewal Application Disc 1 1991-1996 17 7
Diskette: Renewal Application Disc 2 undated 17 8
Diskette: Renewal Application Disc 3 undated 17 10
Diskette: Renewal Application Disc 3 undated 17 21
Diskette: Renewal/Badg undated 17 12
Diskette: Select Copy undated 17 28
Diskette: Utilities undated 17 13
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Diskette: WP50 Disc 1 undated 17 50
Diskette: WP50 Disc 2 undated 17 51
Diskette: WP50 Disc 3 undated 17 52
Diskette: WP50 Disc 4 undated 17 53
Diskettes: Data Backup numbers 1-34 undated 17 1
Dissertation Proposal Shirley E. White an 1993 26 5
Dissertation Proposal: Beverly Headley-Ayotunde 1992 26 1
Djoukeng, Josephine 1995 35A 50
Documentation Manual for Data Tape 1 1993 34A 6
Documentation Manual for Data Tape 1 materials 19 2
Documentation Manual for Data Tape 2, 3, and 4 1993 34A 7
Documentation Manual for Data tape 4 1993 37 14
Documentation Manual for Data Tape 5 1993 37 13
Documentation Manual for Data Tapes 1994 37 10
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Documents re: Nutrition Program Project 1/3 1990-1995 27 1
Documents re: Nutrition Program Project 2/3 1990-1995 27 2
Documents re: Nutrition Program Project 3/3 1979-1990 27 3
Documents Regarding Adult Education 1 of 2 ca. 1980s-1990s 7 9
Documents Regarding Adult Education 2 of 2 ca. 1980s-1990s 7 10
Dr. A. Laing Biostatistics Division Cancer Center undated 35A 26
Dr. Cecile Edwards Biograhical and Professional Information undated 28 22
Dr. Edwards Correspondence to IRB ca. 1996 4 20
Dr. Edwards CV and Bibliography ca. 1991 7 7
Dr. Edwards notes to Corinne undated 28 2
Dr. Edwards, Assorted Course Materials 1/3 1992-1995 26 10
Dr. Edwards, Assorted Course Materials 2/3 1989-1993 26 11
Dr. Edwards, Assorted Course Materials 3/3 1989-1997 26 12
Dr. Grave, Gilman Eng/NICHD 1990-1992 35A 21
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Dr. Jerome V. Danoff ca. 1990s 2 1
Dr. Michael Winston Correspondence ca. 1980s 7 1
Dr. Sewell Problem Solving and Student Projects ca. 1984 11 7
Drafts of the Proposal to the Mordecai Wyatt Johnson Program 1 of 3 ca.
1995 
1 1
Drafts of the Proposal to the Mordecai Wyatt Johnson Program 2 of 3 ca.
1995 
1 2
Drafts of the Proposal to the Mordecai Wyatt Johnson Program 3 of 3 ca.
1995 
1 3
Draft--School of Human Ecology Report for Commission 1990 34 3
Durham, Tawanda 251-730 1986 53 15
Eating Habits Questionnaire, Pregnancy Symptom Checklist, Self
Description Scale Inventory Attitudes Toward Men and Women and
Maternal Attitude to Pregnancy Instrument undated 
33A 13
Ecology 10th Anniversary 1984 34 13
Edwards, Cecile H. (Personal) 1991-1992 35A 19
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Effect of maternal ethanol ingestion on fetal breathin movements, gross
body movements and heart rate at 37 to 40 weeks' gestational age 1983 
36A 14
Effects of Prenatal Alcohol Exposure on Neonatal Sleep-Wake Behavior
and Adult Alcohol Consumption in Rats 1986 
36A 21
Endocrine Balance as a Factor in the Etiology of the Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome 1981 
36A 29
Entry and Monthly Interview undated 35A 56
Entry Interview 1995 15 5
Entry Interview (333-321) 1990 33A 19
Entry Interview (333-323) 1990 33A 14
Entry Interview for Nutrition Program ca. 1990s 12 9
Entry Interview for the Program Project 1987 35A 31
Entry Interview, Dietary History, and Body Image Subscale undated 33A 3
Entry Interviews, Blank undated 34 10
Epidemiological and Experimental Studies in Drinking and prenancy: The
state of the art 1981 
36A 33
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Ernest E Harley Biographical Sketch 1989 53 37
Ernie, Harley 1992 35A 25
Experimental Biology Annual Meeting 1993 26 6
Experimental Design and Methods 1991 35 4
Exploring Self-Sufficiency Booklets ca. 1983 11 6
External and Internal Advisory Committee Meetings 1990 28 8
Externally Funded Research & Training Grants ca. 1990s 12 27
Externally Funded Research and Training Grants 1993 2 20
Faculty Annual Report 1987-1988 15 20
Faculty Evaluations ca. 1990s 6 7
Faculty Senate Meeting 1992 53 26
FASEB Newsletter 1995 4 21
Fat Printout Part 2, Pregnancy Outcomes Research Data 1993 18 2
Fat Printout Part I, Pregnancy Outcomes Research Data 1993 18 1
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Fat Printout: Analysis setup for Fall 1990 1990 19 6
Fat Printout: PICA only Entry Questionnaire 1993 19 3
Fat Printout: PICA Users Only Frequencies on Biochemical
Variables 1991 
18 6
Fat Printout: Statistical data 1995 19 4
Fat Printout: Statistical data 1995 19 5
Fat Printout: T-Test Biochemical Variables Using Normal Birth-Weight
and PICA as the 2 groups 1991 
18 4
Fat Printout: T-Test PICA Users vs. Non-PICA Users Biochemical
Variables 1991 
18 3
Fat Printout: T-Test PICA Users vs. N-PICA Users Using Only Women
With Normal Birth-Weight Deliveries, Biochemical Variables 1991 
18 5
Fellowship of the American Institute of Nutrition ca. 1995 8 13
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome 1987 36A 6
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome and Acute Effects of Alcohol on mother and
fetus undated 
36A 23
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome and Fetal Alcohol Effects 1981 36A 22
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Fetal Alcohol Syndrome and Preventive Strategies, Article 1987 36A 11
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Data undated 36A 17
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome: Overview of Pathogenesis 1981 36A 26
Film: Volser=Edwards 18 Files undated 24 20
Final Copies--Mordecai Johnson Proposal, Edwards, Adkins, Knight 1994 34 1
Financial Documents ca. 1998 2 16
Floppy Disk: CD/Lotus Lotus 123 Disk 1 17 70
Floppy Disk: Formatted Sideways Backup 17 56
Floppy Disk: Grateful Med "How to" version 4.0 17 64
Floppy Disk: Lotus 123 Disk 2 17 54
Floppy Disk: LOW 17 58
Floppy Disk: LOW 17 66
Floppy Disk: LOW 17 67
Floppy Disk: LOW 17 68
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Floppy Disk: Multidisciplinary, Mordecai Johnson Award Proposal 1994 24 19
Floppy Disk: NPP Inventory 17 69
Floppy Disk: Renewal Application budgets only 1991-1996 17 65
Floppy Disk: ROI 17 57
Floppy Disk: Slides for 4/1977 1977 24 18
Floppy Disk: unlabeled 17 59
Floppy Disk: unlabeled 17 61
Floppy Disk: unlabeled 17 62
Floppy Disk: unlabeled 17 63
Floppy Disk: unlabeled 17 60
Floppy Disk: YR 6 Budget 17 55
Floppy Diskettes 1993 13 16
Floppy Disks: Faculty Computer Ranking List Division of Pharmacy 1991 24 17
Follow up Studies of Children with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Article 1987 36A 20
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Food and Agricultural Sciences Graduate Fellowship ca. 1990s 16 1
Food Choice Rationale Interview Schedule undated 33A 8
Food Energy and Nutrient Intakes ca. 1990s 10 10
Fund for Phase II ca. 1998 6 4
Funding and Grant Docs. ca. 1990s 8 12
General Articles 1984-1986 13 11
Gerber Companies Foundation Grant Materials 1995 39 4
Gradaute Research Symposium 1995 12 13
Graduate Faculty Meeting ca. 1991 11 5
Graduate Faculty Meeting Notes 1992 2 11
Grant and Research Project Docs. 1 of 2 ca. 1990s 11 14
Grant and Research Project Docs. 2 of 2 ca. 1990s 11 15
Grant Application ca. 1990s-2000s 12 17
Grant Application ca. 1990s 15 15
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Grant Application ca. 1990s 16 2
Grant Application * 1995 4 6
Grant Application Final Copy * ca. 1996 4 13
Grant Application for "Nutritional, Psychosocial, Lifestyle,
Environmental, and Behavioral factors as mediators of Pregnancy
Outcomes." 1995 
22 3
Grant Application IRB Documents * ca. 1996 4 14
Grant Application Materials 1989-1994 39 1
Grant Application- Nutrition Program ca. 1991 8 7
Grant Applications for "Folate, B12, B6, Homocysteine, and Pregnancy
Outcomes" with Research Proposal and Related Material 1994 
22 7
Grant Applications for "Nutrition, other factors, and the outcome of
pregnancy" 1990-1991 
22 4
Grant Manual for Nutrition Program Project 1985 10 1
Grant, Medical Notes and Misc. Docs. ca. 1990s 8 15
Grants and Awards Documents ca. 1980s-1990s 8 3
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Groves Conference on Marriage and the Family 1992 March 13-15 35A 23
Guidelines for Publications Resulting from Data Obtained in the
Project undated 
34A 15
Handwritten Notes ca. 1990s 6 13
Handwritten Notes undated 51 8
Handwritten Notes 1989 39A 3
Handwritten Notes undated 53 43
Handwritten Notes 1 of 2 ca. 1980s 9 5
Handwritten Notes 1 of 2 ca. 1980s-1990s 15 10
Handwritten Notes 2 of 2 ca. 1980s 9 6
Handwritten Notes 2 of 2 ca. 1980s-1990s 15 11
Handwritten Notes and Correspondence ca. 1990s 1 13
Handwritten Notes and Correspondence ca. 1980s 11 11
Handwritten Notes and Correspondence ca. 1990s 11 12
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Handwritten Notes and Notebooks 1 of 2 ca. 1980s 7 4
Handwritten Notes and Notebooks 2 of 2 ca. 1980s 7 5
Handwritten Research Notes 1/2 ca. 1990 27 4
Handwritten Research Notes 2/2 ca. 1990 27 5
HD17104-05 Grant Information 1996 24 3
Healthy People 2000 ca. 1990s 12 26
Hematological Changes in Pregnant Black Women and their Relationships
to Pregnancy Outcome 1990 
35A 44
How to Run an Effective Meeting ca. 1990s 12 2
Howard University Commission Preliminary Report 1990 34 6
Howard University Correspondence 1982 53 39
Howard University Graduate Research Symposium 1991 28 10
Howard University School of Human Ecology - The Program Project
Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy 1988 
35A 43
Howard University School of Human Ecology Envelope undated 36A 7
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Howard University Senate Documents 1991-1993 25 4
Howard University Student Reference Manual and Directory of
Classes 1992 
35A 16
HU Application Seeking Off-Campus Funds 1996 4 9
Human Ecology Department Documents ca. 1970s-1990s 9 8
Human Ecology Department Documents ca. 1990s 16 6
Human University Center for Drug Abuse Research 1995 39 16
Hypotheses - Nutrition Status and the Outcome of Pregnacy undated 35A 41
Identifying High Risk Pregnant Drinkers: Biological and behavioral
correlates of continuous heave drinking during pregnancy 1987 
36A 13
Impacts of Interventions on Maternal Nutritional Status and Pregnancy
Outcomes 1988 
35A 42
Implementation Plan School of Ed. ca. 1987 7 3
Infant Mortality Rate Articles ca. 1980s 5 8
Influence of Nutrition on Pregnancy Outcome undated 35A 30
Information for Dr. Cleveland Chandler 1987 25 15
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Instrument 152 Number of Data Entries 1992 53 35
Intensive Defects on the Fetal Alcohol Syndrome: Studies in the cases
from British Columbia and the Yukon Territory 1981 
36A 24
Internal Self-Study Task Force 1 of 2 ca. 1990s 2 3
Internal Self-Study Task Force 2 of 2 ca. 1990s 2 4
Interventions to Improve African American Pregnancy Outcomes Grant
Application 1990 
27 9
IRB and Research Documents 1990 15 9
IRB Application Materials 95-AHS-02 1994-1995 34 2
IRB Forms ca. 1990s 12 20
IRB Forms and Information 1989 28 23
IRB Forms for 1996 Study ca. 1996 9 2
IRB Project Abstract and Project Outline ca. 1990s 4 18
IRB Revisions 1990 38 14
Jean and Jack Correspondence and Handwritten Notes 1989-1990 36A 4
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Jim and Enid Correspondence undated 53 36
Johnson, Allan A. undated 35A 18
Journal Article Documents ca. 1990s 8 11
Journal of Family and Economic Issues 1994 53 33
Journal of Nutrition Manuscript Review Checklist undated 22 10
Journal of the National Medical Association 1992 35A 20
Knight, Enid M. undated 35A 17
Letter to Editor: Facial Effects of Fetal Alcohol Exposure: Assessment by
Photographs and Morphometric Analysis 1987 
36A 19
Levin, Ephraim Y. NICHD 1992 35A 2
Life Sciences 1994 35A 51
Lifestyle Interview Schedule, Food Choice Rationale Interview
Schedule, Monthly Interview, 24 Hour Activity Recall, 24 Hour Food
Recall undated 
33A 17
Linoleic Acid Calculations ca. 1980s 12 10
Logistics Site Visit 1990 28 9
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Longitudinal Delivery of a Model Comprehensive Prenatal and Postnatal
Substance Abuse Intervention Project 1990 
35A 53
Loose Printed Material 1984-1997 34 21
Loose Printed Materials 1992-1995 24 13
Loose Printed Materials 1993 26 16
Manual for the Computing Operation of th Nutrition Program
Project 1992 
51 12
Manual for the Computing Operation of the Nutrition Program
Project 1992 
35A 13
Manuscript, Articles, and Summary Statements 1990-1991 35A 55
Maternal Assessment for Davis undated 53 25
Maternal Imagery Tasks, 24 Hour Food Recall, Pregnancy Symptom
Checklist and Entry Interview undated 
33A 12
Maternal Risk Factors for Intrauterine Growth Retardation and Preterm
Labor and Delivery 1974 
53 23
Maternal Risk Factors for Intrauterine Growth Retardation and Preterm
Labor and Delivery undated 
53 32
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Maternal Risk Factors Working Group ca. 1994 5 13
Mechnanisms underlying the effects of alcohol on the fetus undated 36A 27
Medical Data for Mothers 1987-1988 33A 24
Medical Data for Mothers 1987-1988 33A 25
Medical Data for Mothers 1988-1991 33A 26
Medical Data for Mothers 1987-1988 33A 27
Medical Journal Articles 1 of 3 1960s-1990s 4 1
Medical Journal Articles 2 of 3 1960s-1990s 4 2
Medical Journal Articles 3 of 3 1960s-1990s 4 3
Medical Records, Employee Expense Reports, Principal Investigator
Biosketch, Mordecai Johnson Program, Nutrition Project
Program 1990-1995 
Conditions Governing Access note
Access to Boxes 3, 20, 23, 33 is restricted; consult repository for details.
3 1-9
Meeting Notes February 1993 2 14
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Meeting Notes September 1993 2 13
Memos and Correspondence ca. 1998 6 8
Memos to and from Hazel Hiza ca. 1993 5 11
Messages, Daily Notes and Docs. 1 of 2 ca. 1990s 16 12
Messages, Daily Notes and Docs. 2 of 2 ca. 1990s 16 13
Micronutrients in Health and in Disease Prevention Articles 1991 35A 12
Misc. Howard Documents ca. 1970s-1990s 9 10
Misc. Meeting Notes ca. 1990s 16 11
Misc. Notes and Documents 1 of 2 ca. 1993 6 11
Misc. Notes and Documents 2 of 2 ca. 1993 6 12
''Misc. Notes to Be Sorted" 1 of 2 ca. 1980s-1990s 8 5
''Misc. Notes to Be Sorted" 2 of 2 ca. 1980s-1990s 8 6
Misc. Project Plan ca. 1980s 5 15
Misc. Survey Questions undated 33A 7
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Miscellaneous Research Related Material #1 1990-1996 22 1
Miscellaneous Research Related Material #2 1991-1997 22 2
Mitzi, Rosemin-Pierre 1992 35A 24
Monograph for Orientation to the Academic Discipline of Human Ecology
Course by Dr. Edwards 1989 
13 15
Mordecai Johnson Award Proposal ca. 1995 10 8
Mordecai W. Johnson Research Award 1/2 1994 28 20
Mordecai W. Johnson Research Award 2/2 1994 28 21
Mordecai Wyatt Johnson Program Application 1/2 1995 38 12
Mordecai Wyatt Johnson Program Application 2/2 1995 38 13
Mordecai Wyatt Johnson Program Proposal 1990 27 10
Mordecai Wyatt Johnson Proposal Coversheet ca. 1990s 12 16
Mrs. Joan Anderson ca. 1990 7 8
National Conference on Black Youth Unemployment 1984 24 7
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National Rainbow Coalition ca. 1990s 12 25
National Society of Allied Health 1992 35A 28
National Survey of Family Growth Cycle IV Public Use Tape 1988 51 9
NCHS Data Users Conference 1992 27 6
Newspaper Articles ca. 1970s-1990s 11 13
NICHHD Documents ca. 1990s 8 14
NIH-DC Initiative Fax and Misc. Documents ca. 1997 4 19
NIH-DC initiative Meeting Agenda ca. 1997 4 16
NIH-DC Initiative to Reduce Infant Mortality 1 of 2 ca. 1990s 4 4
NIH-DC initiative to Reduce Infant Mortality 2 of 2 ca. 1990s 4 5
Notes and Correspondence 1992 15 12
Notes and Correspondence 1994 15 19
Notes and Correspondence re: Nutrition Program Project 1991 39 3
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Notes and Documents Maternal Nutrition and Pregnancy Outcomes 1 of
2 ca. 1990s 
6 9
Notes and Documents Maternal Nutrition and Pregnancy Outcomes 2 of
2 ca. 1990s 
6 10
Notes and Documents on Empowering African American Women 1993 15 17
Notes and Memos March 1993 2 15
Notes for Research Interventions #1-#4 1990 28 4
Notification of Scientific Review Action ca. 1995 4 10
NSF Visiting Professorships for Women undated 35A 9
Ntekim, O. undated 35A 52
Nucleic Acid Extraction and Protein Precipitation 1990-1991 53 41
Nuerological Findings in the Fetal Alcohol Syndrome 1987 36A 16
Nurition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy Report Section 3
1/2 1990 
35 7
Nurition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy Report Section 3
2/2 1990 
35 8
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Nurtition Program Project Participant Surveys 2/2 1990 27 17
Nutrition Department Meetings Fall 1993 6 6
Nutrition Interventions Manual for Professional Caring for Older
Americans 1992 
26 2
Nutrition License Renewal ca. 1990s 12 15
Nutrition Program Consent Forms ca. 1990s 16 4
Nutrition Program and NIH Documents ca. 1990s 12 23
Nutrition Program Data Printouts 1/2 1991 21 8
Nutrition Program Data Printouts 2/2 1991 21 9
Nutrition Program Grant 1 of 2 ca. 1990s 10 13
Nutrition Program Grant 2 of 2 ca. 1990s 10 14
Nutrition Program Instruments ca. 1990s 8 9
Nutrition Program IRB Documents 1 of 2 ca. 1990s 10 11
Nutrition Program IRB Documents 2 of 2 ca. 1990s 10 12
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Nutrition Program Meeting Notes ca. 1990s 12 12
Nutrition Program Plan Research Plan Interventions 1990 27 8
Nutrition Program Project ca. 1990s 8 2
Nutrition Program Project 1992 35A 22
Nutrition Program Project 1 of 2 ca. 1990s 1 11
Nutrition Program Project 2 of 2 ca. 1990s 1 12
Nutrition Program Project 2/2 1987 38 17
Nutrition Program Project Accounting Documents and
Correspondence 1991 
39 6
Nutrition Program Project Accounting Statements 1991 38 3
Nutrition Program Project and Abbreviated Interview 1989 33A 22
Nutrition Program Project Assorted Documents 1991 39 17
Nutrition Program Project Budget Documents 1990-1992 35 10
Nutrition Program Project Coded Subject Data 1/5 1990 32 10
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Nutrition Program Project Coded Subject Data 2/5 1990 32 11
Nutrition Program Project Coded Subject Data 3/5 1990 32 12
Nutrition Program Project Coded Subject Data 4/5 1990 32 13
Nutrition Program Project Coded Subject Data 5/5 1990 32 14
Nutrition Program Project Data Analysis and Manuscript
Preparation undated 
53 27
Nutrition Program Project Data Printouts 1991 38 4
Nutrition Program Project Data Sets 1988 15 3
Nutrition Program Project Experimental Design and Methods Draft 1991 39 7
Nutrition Program Project Files Inventory ca. 1980s 12 5
Nutrition Program Project Grant Documents 1990 38 7
Nutrition Program Project Instrument Number Lists 1987 35 9
Nutrition Program Project Intervention Summaries and Documents 1990 35 11
Nutrition Program Project IRB Documentation 1/3 1990-1996 39 8
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Nutrition Program Project IRB Documentation 2/3 1990 39 9
Nutrition Program Project IRB Documentation 3/3 1990 39 10
Nutrition Program Project Manual of Procedures--Draft 1985 34 8
Nutrition Program Project Master Log Book 1/2 1991 32 5
Nutrition Program Project Master Log Book 2/2 1991 32 6
Nutrition Program Project Master Participant Checklist 1/2 1986-1990 32 7
Nutrition Program Project Master Participant Checklist 2/2 1986-1990 32 8
Nutrition Program Project Material 1986 13 12
Nutrition Program Project Meeting Agenda 1992 35A 14
Nutrition Program Project Meeting September 12 1991 38 18
Nutrition Program Project Memorandas and Correspondence 1990-1991 38 6
Nutrition Program Project needs and planning documents 1990 21 1
Nutrition Program Project Operational Documents 1991-1994 39 2
Nutrition Program Project Operational Documents 1/2 1990 38 10
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Nutrition Program Project Operational Documents 2/2 1990 38 11
Nutrition Program Project Pamphlet ca. 1980s 12 4
Nutrition Program Project Participant Surveys 1991 28 1
Nutrition Program Project Participant Surveys 1/2 1990 27 16
Nutrition Program Project Poster Presentation Layout undated 34 7
Nutrition Program Project Preliminary Information on Subjects 1991 32 9
Nutrition Program Project Proposal November 1994 39 5
Nutrition Program Project Psychosocial Subproject 1976 24 5
Nutrition Program Project Questions ca. 1990s 4 15
Nutrition Program Project Research Questions 1/2 undated 38 16
Nutrition Program Project Site Visit 1990 27 7
Nutrition Program Project Staff, Faculty, and Advisory Roster 1990 28 6
Nutrition Program Project, Assorted Surveys--Blank 1/2 undated 28 14
Nutrition Program Project, Assorted Surveys--Blank 2/2 undated 28 15
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Nutrition Program Projects notes undated 38 5
Nutrition Program Psychosocial Documents ca. 1990s 15 2
Nutrition Program Research Plans/Administrative Core ca. 1990s 8 4
Nutrition Questionnaire/Instrument ca. 1990 5 10
Nutrition Study Proposal Revisions and IRB Forms * ca. 1996 4 7
Nutrition, Other Factors, and Outcome of Pregnancy - Data Analysis 1991 35A 39
Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy -
Interventions 1990 
35A 47
Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy 1/3 1990 35 1
Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy 2/3 1990-1992 35 2
Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy 3/3 1988-1992 35 3
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews D01-D05 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
30 9
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews D06-D10 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
30 10
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''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews D11-D15 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
30 11
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews D16-D20 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
30 12
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews D21-D25 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
30 13
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews D26-D30 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
31 1
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews D31-D35 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
31 2
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews D36-D40 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
31 3
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews D41-D45 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
31 4
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews D46-D50 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
31 5
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews D51-D55 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
31 6
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews D56-D60 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
31 7
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''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews D61-D65 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
31 8
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews D66-D70 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
31 9
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews D71-D75 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
31 10
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews D76-D80 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
31 11
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews H01-H05 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
29 6
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
entrance interviews H06-H10 Walk-in deliveries 1990 
29 7
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews H11-H15 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
29 8
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews H11-H15 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
29 12
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews H16-H20 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
29 9
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews H21-H25 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
29 10
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''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews H26-H30 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
29 11
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews H31-H35 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
30 1
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews H36-H40 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
30 2
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews H41-H45 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
30 3
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews H46-H50 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
30 4
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews H51-H55 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
30 5
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews H56-H60 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
30 6
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Abbreviated
Entrance Interviews H61-H65 Walk-in Deliveries 1990 
30 7
Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy appendices 1988 34 9
Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy Code
Book undated 
34A 9
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Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy Code
Book undated 
34A 11
Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy Code Book
Monthly Interview undated 
35A 37
Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy data tables and
graphs 1990 
35 12
Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy grant applications
1/2 1990 
35 13
Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy grant applications
2/2 1990 
35 14
Nutrition, other factors, and the outcome of pregnancy interventions--
funding documents 1990 
21 4
Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy Interview Sheets
1/2 1987 
28 12
Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy Interview Sheets
2/2 1987 
28 13
Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy IRB
Documents 1989-1990 
35 17
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Participant
Instrument Checklist 1/5 1988 
29 1
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''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Participant
Instrument Checklist 2/5 1988 
29 2
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Participant
Instrument Checklist 3/5 1988 
29 3
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Participant
Instrument Checklist 4/5 1988 
29 4
''Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy" Participant
Instrument Checklist 5/5 1988 
29 5
Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy Projects - 1 and 4
24 hour Food Recall undated 
53 19
Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy Report Section
2 1990 
35 6
Nutrition, Other Factors, and the Outcome of Pregnancy Section 3--
Appendix 1 1988 
39 15
Nutrition, other factors, and the outcome of pregnancy: What you
understand about nutrition survey undated 
33A 1
Nutrition/Food Bag undated 33A 23
Nutritional Program Meeting Notes ca. 1993 12 22
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Nutritional Sciences Department Chair Search 1993 2 19
Nutritional Sciences Documents ca. 1990s 11 4
Nutritional Sciences Faculty Meeting January 1993 2 18
Pamphlets 1985 53 30
Papers under Preparation, Nutrition Program Project 1992 35A 7
Participant Answer Guide - Psychosocial Interview undated 35A 58
Patient Outcome Notes 1992 15 6
Personal Inventory, Pregnancy Body Image Subscale, Reading Level
Assessment and Dietary History undated 
33A 10
Photos of Dr. Edwards undated 22 19
PICA undated 53 7
Pregnancy and Drugs Reports ca. 1980s-1990s 5 6
Pregnancy Outcomes and Interventions ca. 1980s-1990s 10 9
Pregnancy Outcomes Research Conference Proceedings 1 of 3 1985-1986 1 8
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Pregnancy Outcomes Research Conference Proceedings 2 of 3 1985-1986 1 9
Pregnancy Outcomes Research Conference Proceedings 3 of 3 1985-1986 1 10
Pregnancy Outcomes Subject Surveys, Health and Birth
Assessments 1991 
Conditions Governing Access note
Access to Boxes 3, 20, 23, 33 is restricted; consult repository for details.
20 1-75
Pregnancy Project Grants 1991 36A 5
Pregnancy Symptom Checklist, Social Desirability Scale, Psychosocial
interview, and eating habits questionnaire undated 
33A 4
Pregnancy, Perugia Italy October 7, 1990 1990 34A 16
Preliminary Information on Subjects undated 33A 2
Preliminary Studies - The Program Project 1995 35A 33
Prenatal Alchohol Exposure: Current Issues and the Status of Animal
Resarch 1981 
36A 35
Prenatal Exposure to Beer, Wine, Whiskey, and Ethanol: Effects on
Postnatal Growth and Food and Water Consumption 1980 
36A 34
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Pre-Published Article: "Emerging Issues in Lifestyle, Social, and
Environmental Interventions to Promote Behavioral Change Related
to Prevention and Control of Hypertension in the African American
Community" 1995 
13 4
Presentation By Dr. Allan A. Johnson 1991 1 18
Presentation Slides ca. 1990 22 6
Principal Investigator/Program Director undated 35A 38
Printouts 1989 38A 2
Printouts 1990-1991 39A 4
Printouts 1991 39A 5
Printouts 1994 42 7
Printouts 1991 44 1
Printouts 1990 44 2
Printouts 1994 45 7
printouts 1994 46 7
printouts 1994 46 8
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Printouts 1992 49 5
Printouts 1987 52 1
Printouts 1987 52 6
Printouts 1987 53 1
Printouts 1989 38A 1
Printouts 1987-1992 39A 1
Printouts 1989 39A 2
Printouts 1988 39A 6
Printouts 1993 40 1
Printouts 1993 40 2
Printouts 1995 40 3
Printouts 1995 40 4
Printouts 1995 40 5
Printouts 1995 40 6
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Printouts 1992 40 7
Printouts 1992 41 1
Printouts 1988 41 2
Printouts 1988 41 3
Printouts 1994 41 4
Printouts 1994 41 5
Printouts 1994 41 6
Printouts 1994 41 7
Printouts 1994 42 1
Printouts 1994 42 2
Printouts 1994 42 3
Printouts 1994 42 4
Printouts 1994 42 5
Printouts 1994 42 6
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Printouts 1994 42 8
Printouts 1992 42 9
Printouts 1992 42 10
Printouts 1994 43 1
Printouts 1992 43 2
Printouts 1992 43 3
Printouts 1992 43 4
Printouts 1992 43 5
Printouts 1991 44 3
Printouts 1992 44 4
Printouts 1992 44 5
Printouts 1990-1991 45 1
Printouts undated 45 2
Printouts undated 45 3
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Printouts 1994 45 4
Printouts 1994 45 5
Printouts 1994 45 6
Printouts 1994 45 8
Printouts 1994 45 9
Printouts 1994 46 1
Printouts 1994 46 2
Printouts 1994 46 3
Printouts 1994 46 4
Printouts 1994 46 5
Printouts 1994 46 6
Printouts 1994 46 9
Printouts 1995 46 10
Printouts 1995 46 11
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Printouts 1995 46 12
Printouts 1995 46 13
Printouts 1993 47 1
Printouts 1988 47 2
Printouts 1992 47 3
Printouts 1987 47 4
Printouts 1989 48 1
Printouts 1989 48 2
Printouts 1989 48 3
Printouts 1990 48 4
Printouts 1988 48 5
Printouts undated 48 6
Printouts undated 48 7
Printouts undated 48 8
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Printouts 1992 48 9
Printouts 1992 48 10
Printouts 1992 48 11
Printouts 1992 48 12
Printouts 1992 48 13
Printouts undated 48 14
Printouts undated 48 15
Printouts 1988 49 1
Printouts 1988 49 2
Printouts 1987 49 3
Printouts 1992 49 4
Printouts 1987 49 6
Printouts 1992 49 7
Printouts 1992 50 1
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Printouts 1992 50 2
Printouts 1992 50 3
Printouts 1992 50 4
Printouts 1992 50 5
Printouts 1994 50 6
Printouts 1994 50 7
Printouts 1994 50 8
Printouts 1994 50 9
Printouts 1994 50 10
Printouts 1994 51 1
Printouts 1994 51 2
Printouts 1994 51 3
Printouts undated 51 4
Printouts 1994 51 5
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Printouts 1994 51 6
Printouts 1994 51 7
Printouts 1994 51 14
Printouts 1994 51 15
Printouts 1994 51 16
Printouts 1994 51 17
Printouts 1987 52 2
Printouts 1987 52 3
Printouts 1987 52 4
Printouts 1987 52 5
Printouts 1987 52 7
Printouts 1989 52 8
Printouts undated 53 2
Printouts undated 53 3
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Printouts undated 54 1
Printouts undated 55 1
Procedures for Review of Competing and Non Competing
Applications 1994 
53 34
Proceeding from Research Conference at Howard University ca. 1986 15 1
Proceedings of National Conference ca. 1983 11 2
Proceedings of the Research Conference on Factors Affecting Pregnancy
Outcomes in Black Population 1986 
34A 12
Proceedings of the Research Conference on Factors Affecting Pregnancy
Outcomes in Black Population 1986 
34A 13
Proceedings of the Research Conference on Factors Affecting Pregnancy
Outcomes in Black Populations 1986 
24 1
Proceedings of the research conference on factors affecting pregnancy
outcomes in black populations 1/2 1986 
28 18
Proceedings of the research conference on factors affecting pregnancy
outcomes in black populations 2/2 1986 
28 19
Professoinal Development and Evaluation Plan ca. 1993 2 12
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Program Administration Documents 1990 21 6
Program Surveys ca. 1994 21 5
Progress Report: "Socio-Sexual Developement of Pre-Adolescents."
Jenkins, Butts & Westney 1979 
24 6
Project #3 Follow Up data Collection Log 1987-1989 32 4
Project #3 Prenatal Data Collection Log 1986-1990 32 3
Project 1 Statistical analysis printouts 1994 19 1
Project 3--Consent forms sub-sample follow-up 1/2 1990 32 1
Project 3--Consent forms sub-sample follow-up 2/2 1990 32 2
Project Abstract ca. 1990s 1 4
Project Notes 1990-1991 53 10
Project One: Impacts of Nutrition on Maternal Stress and Pregnancy
Outcomes 1988 
38 15
Project Proposal ca. 1990s 1 7
Proposa: Pilot, a Black College Consumer Education Training
Conference 1984 
34 17
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Proposal #2 Nutrition Program ca. 1990s 10 4
Proposed Research Question undated 53 31
Protocol for Women with no Prenatal Care 1995 53 44
Psychosocial Interview (333-322) 1990 33A 16
Psychosocial Interview, Project 3 and 1 (333-229) 1990 33A 11
Psychosocial Subproject PRF - Form E and Self Analysis Form
(333-325) 1991 
33A 15
Psychosocial Subproject PRF Form E (333-257) 1990 33A 5
Psychosocial Subproject PRF Form E (333-280) 1990 33A 9
Psychosocial Subproject PRF Form E (333-310) 1990 33A 6
Publication Abstract Form undated 22 11
Publications by Others 1990-1994 28 26
Publications of the Nutrition Program Project 1990 28 25
Quantitative Study in vivo of methionine cycle in humans using [methyly-
2H3] - and [1-13C]methionine 1998 
53 14
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Radioisotope Counting ca. 1960s 11 10
Reading Level Assessment 1 of 4 ca. 1980s 1 14
Reading Level Assessment 2 of 4 ca. 1980s 1 15
Reading Level Assessment 3 of 4 ca. 1980s 1 16
Reading Level Assessment 4 of 4 ca. 1980s 1 17
Recommendations for Policies and Procedures for School of Continuing
Ed. By Dr. Edwards ca. 1987 
7 2
Recruitment of NPP 1985-1990 53 20
Relationships of Maternal Stress Mediation to Pregnancy Outcomes in
African American Women 1994 
37 11
Relationships of Maternal Stress Mediation to Pregnancy Outcomes in
African American Women 1995 
38 9
Renewal Application ca. 1990s 10 3
Renewal Application ca. 1990 12 8
Reports by Dr. Edwards 1986-1996 22 12
Reprints Requested ca. 1970s 11 8
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Request to Use Nutrition Program Data ca. 1990s 12 3
Request to Use Nutrition Program Data ca. 1990s 12 7
Requests For Purchases--Pending Yr. 5 and 6 1989-1991 25 8
Requests for use of Nutrition Program Project Data 1995 38 1
Research Administration Notes 1989-1992 25 11
Research Administration Notes 2/2 1989-1992 25 12
Research Budget Report 1995 15 13
Research Documents ca. 1990s 16 3
Research Documents 1 of 2 ca. 1991 7 11
Research Documents 2 of 2 ca. 1991 7 12
Research Documents re: Funding and Personnel 1/2 1991-1992 25 5
Research Documents re: Funding and Personnel 2/2 1991-1992 25 6
Research Materials 1 of 3 1950s-1980s 5 1
Research Materials 2 of 3 1950s-1980s 5 2
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Research Materials 3 of 3 1950s-1980s 5 3
Research Materials, Dr. Edwards 1991-1995 26 8
Research Materials: Nutrition and HIV/AIDS 1992 26 7
Research Observations ca. 1990s 12 18
Research Personnell and Collaborator biographical sketches 1/2 ca. 1990 27 11
Research Personnell and Collaborator biographical sketches 2/2 ca. 1990 27 13
Research Plan 1995 35A 34
Research Project Abstract for "Relationships of Material Stress Mediation
to Pregnancy Outcomes in African American Women" 1994 
22 9
Research Proposal for "Cellular Mechanisms as Modulators of Infant Birth
Weight" 1994 
22 8
Research Proposal for "Nutritional, Other, and the Outcome of Pregnancy"
and Related Material 1990-1994 
22 5
Research Questionnaire 1996 15 14
Response of the School of Human Ecology to the Preliminary Report of
the Howard University Commission 1/2 1991 
25 13
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Response of the School of Human Ecology to the Preliminary Report of
the Howard University Commission 2/2 1991 
25 14
Restricted Accounts Transmittals 1991-1992 25 9
Results 1- LBW ca. 1980s 10 5
Results 2- LBW ca. 1980s 10 6
Results 3- LBW ca. 1980s 10 7
Results for Nutrition Program ca. 1980s 12 6
Resume - Gallagher, Ann L. undated 53 18
Revised Renewal Application Nutrition, Other Factors and the Outcome of
Pregnancy undated 
34 12
Roster of Project-Nutrition Program Project ca. 1990-1991 5 9
Rough Drafts 1990 28 11
SAS Computer Print Out 1987 4 17
Sayeeda C. Habib Resume undated 53 42
School Human Ecology Graduate Faculty Annual Report 1990-1991 15 8
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School of Human Ecology 1991 34A 18
School of Human Ecology Correspondence 1993 51 11
School of Human Ecology Documents ca. 1980s 12 24
School of Human Ecology Howard University - The Research Plans for
the Program Subprojects undated 
35A 46
Section 3 Appendix 1 Nutrition Project ca. 1990s 12 11
Self-Analysis Form for Ayorinde,Mary undated 53 12
Self-Description Scale undated 35A 57
Semantic Differential Protocol for "Nutrition, Other Factors, and Outcome
of Pregnancy" 1/5 1987 
21 10
Semantic Differential Protocol for "Nutrition, Other Factors, and Outcome
of Pregnancy" 2/5 1987 
21 11
Semantic Differential Protocol for "Nutrition, Other Factors, and Outcome
of Pregnancy" 3/5 1987 
21 12
Semantic Differential Protocol for "Nutrition, Other Factors, and Outcome
of Pregnancy" 4/5 1987 
21 13
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Semantic Differential Protocol for "Nutrition, Other Factors, and Outcome
of Pregnancy" 5/5 1987 
21 14
Services Requests--Pending Yr. 5-6 1991 25 10
Shears, Sylvia 244-377 1986 53 16
Speeches by Dr. Edwards 1994 22 13
Statement of Funded Research During the Period 1985 through
1990 undated 
53 40
Statement of Procedure Used at Howard University Hospital for Pregnant
Women Attending Prenatal Clinic 1990 
53 11
Strategic Action Plan 1 of 2 ca. 1991-1998 6 2
Strategic Action Plan 2 of 2 ca. 1991-1998 6 3
Strategic Plan Department of Nutritional Sciences 1992 2 8
Student Panel- Health Care Conference 1994 12 14
Substance Abuse Risk Assessment Proposal 1988 35 5
SUGI Supplemental Library User's Guide undated 53 4
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Summary and Recommendations : Epidemiological and Human Studies on
Alcohol and Pregnancy 1981 
36A 30
Summary and Recommendations for Biochemical studies of the fetal
alcohol Syndrome 1981 
36A 31
Summary Proposal Budget ca. 1990s 1 6
Sxith Special Report on the U.S Congress on Alcohol and Health 1987 36A 8
Symposium - Graduate School of Arts and Sciences 1992 April 13 35A 15
Teaching/Course Related Material #1 1992-1997 22 20
Teaching/Course Related Material #2 1992-1995 22 21
Tests for Low birth Weights Cases and T tests for Delivered
Subjects 1993 
33A 30
Time and Attendance Sheet for Wage Personnel 1989 35A 54
Time and Attendance Sheets ca. 1980s 9 7
Two Year Follw Up Consent Form ca. 1990s 12 19
Typical Day Food Recall (333-295) 1990 33A 18
Undergraduate Trustee Documents ca. 1990s 9 4
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Use of Supplements in Preventing Malnutrition in Developing
Countries undated 
26 4
USP Reference Standards ca. 1965 11 9
Variable Labels undated 51 13
Various Conference Programs & Bulletins of Dr. Edwards 1993-1996 13 19
Various Correspondences of D Edwards #3 1988-1993 22 16
Various Correspondences of Dr. Edwards #1 1986-1995 22 14
Various Correspondences of Dr. Edwards #2 1986-1992 22 15
Various Reprint Requests for Dr. Edwards' Research Articles 1993 13 10
Velma Lapoint Documents ca. 1988 5 5
Verification of NPP Data 1991 35A 32
When and How to Use Pearson CORR undated 53 5
Worked to Be Completed ca. 1991 7 6
Writings by Dr. Edwards (miscellaneous) 1/3 1990 13 20
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Writings by Dr. Edwards (miscellaneous) 2/3 1993 13 21
Writings by Dr. Edwards (miscellaneous) 3/3 1994 13 22
Writings by Dr. Edwards: "A Methodological Approach to Improving
Pregnancy Outcomes in African American Women" undated 
13 9
Writings by Dr. Edwards: "African American Women and Their
Pregnancies: Maternal Low Level Lead and Pregnancy Outcomes" 1993 
13 8
Writings by Dr. Edwards: "Demographic Profile, Methodology, and
Biochemical Correlates During the Course of Pregnancy" 1994 
13 2
Writings by Dr. Edwards: "Maternal Stress and Pregnancy Outcomes in a
Prenatal Clinic Population" 1994 
13 7
Writings by Dr. Edwards: "Multiple Factors as Mediators of the Reduced
Incidence of Low Birth Weight in an Urban Clinic Population" 1994 
13 3
Writings by Dr. Edwards: "Nutrition, Genital Tract Infection,
Hematological Values, and Premature Rupture of Membranes among
African American Women" 1993 
13 6
Writings by Dr. Edwards: "Pica in an Urban Environment" 1994 13 1
Writings by Dr. Edwards: "Relationships of Maternal Stress Mediation to
Pregnancy Outcomes in African American Women" 1994 
13 5
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Youth Employment Survey Project 1/2 1983 24 10
Youth Employment Survey Project 2/2 1983 24 11
